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Introduction

About these release notes
These release notes include late-breaking information and are updated periodically. You can find the most current version
of the release notes at the Broadcom Tech Docs Portal.

Other Symantec products that integrate with Symantec Data Loss Prevention have their own release notes, which you can
find at the Broadcom Tech Docs Portal.

What's new in Symantec Data Loss Prevention 15.8 Maintenance Pack
3
Data Loss Prevention 15.8 Maintenance Pack 3 includes important product defect fixes for the Enforce Server, detection
servers, and Windows and macOS DLP Agents. Symantec recommends that you apply the maintenance pack to all
components as soon as possible.

The following sections describe new features and enhancements in Maintenance Pack 3.

Support for browser isolation on Windows endpoints
On Windows endpoints, Symantec Data Loss Prevention can now capture the actual website URL in browsers that have
browser isolation enabled.

If the browser isolation service displays URLs in the https://isolationDomain?orginal_url=<actual website
URL> format, after you configure the new advanced agent settings, the DLP Agent is able to detect the isolation domain
and the actual website URL.

The following advanced agent settings support browser isolation on Windows endpoints:

Advanced agent setting Default
value Description

WebIsolation.URL.DomainMatch NA The domain within the isolation URL. This setting is optional.
WebIsolation.URL.QueryStringMatchNA The identifier within the isolation URL that indicates the actual URL of the

website.
E.g.: actualURL, original_url.

Support for monitoring Microsoft Edge on macOS endpoints
Beginning with Maintenance Pack 3, support for monitoring Microsoft Edge has been extended to
include macOS endpoints. To enable monitoring, make sure that you enable the Microsoft Edge channel in the agent
configuration and deploy the Symantec browser extension in Microsoft Edge. In addition, both the DLP Agent and the
Endpoint Server must be upgraded to 15.8 MP3.

Complete the following steps to create an MDM configuration profile to deploy the new Microsoft Edge extension
for macOS endpoints using MDM settings. For illustration purposes, the instructions assume that you plan to deploy the
extension using Jamf, an IT management application.

NOTE

Alternatively, you can navigate to the Symantec extension in the Edge Add-ins store and then click Get to
install the extension on a single endpoint. Make sure that the Edge Add-ins store URL is not blocked by your
organization's network firewall.
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To view the Symantec extension in the Edge add-ins store, visit https://microsoftedge.microsoft.com/addons/
detail/ifcoeclffkpmgoodbmpmfmcpleljpkfl.

1. Before you begin, make sure that you have completed the following steps:

• Create an MDM configuration profile to allow full-disk access for the DLP Agent on macOS endpoints
• Create an MDM configuration profile to allow full-disk access for the endpoint security host application (SEHA.app)

on macOS endpoints

2. Create a browser policy (.plist file) which you can upload to Jamf.

For example:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

<!DOCTYPE plist PUBLIC "-//Apple//DTD PLIST 1.0//EN" "http://www.apple.com/DTDs/PropertyList-1.0.dtd">

<plist version="1.0">

<dict>

<key>AllowJavaScriptfromAppleEvents</key>

    <true/>

<key>InPrivateModeAvailability</key>

    <integer>1</integer>    

<key>ExtensionSettings</key>

<dict>

 <key>ifcoeclffkpmgoodbmpmfmcpleljpkfl</key>

 <dict>

   <key>installation_mode</key>

   <string>force_installed</string>

   <key>update_url</key>

   <string>https://edge.microsoft.com/extensionwebstorebase/v1/crx</string>

 </dict>

 </dict>    

</dict>

</plist>

3. In Jamf, select a configuration profile.

4. Navigate to Application & Custom Settings, and then click Add.

5. Under Creation Method, select Upload File (PLIST file).

6. In the Preference Domain field, type com.microsoft.Edge.

7. Click the Upload PLIST file button, and then browse to and select the .plist file that you created in Step 1.

8. Click Save.

To verify that the extension has been deployed successfully, on a macOS endpoint, click the Microsoft Edge menu on
the macOS toolbar and then select Microsoft Edge Extensions. Make sure that the Symantec extension is displayed in
the list of installed extensions.

Support for monitoring Google Drive for Desktop in mirroring mode on Windows
endpoints
Beginning with Maintenance Pack 3, Symantec Data Loss Prevention supports monitoring for Google Drive for Desktop in
mirroring mode on Windows endpoints. Previously, only the Google Drive Backup and Sync application was supported by
default.

NOTE
Google Drive for Desktop in streaming mode is not supported.
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In addition, Google Drive for Desktop is now listed by default in the list of applications on the System > Agents > Global
Application Monitoring page of the Enforce Server management console.

Applying Symantec Data Loss Prevention 15.8 Maintenance Pack 3
Before applying Maintenance Pack 3 or installing Symantec Data Loss Prevention 15.8, refer to the system requirements
documentation at the Data Loss Prevention 15.8 Help Center. Symantec recommends that you apply the Maintenance
Pack to the Enforce Server and detection servers before applying it to DLP Agents.

For detailed information about applying the Maintenance Pack, see the chapter "Applying a Maintenance Pack" in the
Symantec Data Loss Prevention Upgrade Guide.

NOTE

DLP Agents that have been updated to the latest Maintenance Pack can communicate with servers that have
not been updated as long as the agents and servers are at the same version.

For example, DLP Agents that are upgraded to version 15.8 Maintenance Pack 3 are compatible with Enforce
Servers and detection servers that are at version 15.8 or at an earlier 15.8 Maintenance Pack.

For more information about the types of Symantec Data Loss Prevention releases, see https://
knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=164993.
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Fixed issues in 15.8 MP3

Enforce Server fixed issues in 15.8 MP3
This table lists the Enforce Server fixed issues in 15.8 MP3.

Table 1: Enforce Server fixed issues in 15.8 MP3

Issue ID Description

CRE-10045 The nightly agent event deletion task running in the Enforce
Manager service failed with an ORA-01555: snapshot too
old error, especially when there were a large number of events to
be deleted.

CRE-10047 An unexpected NullPointerException error occured when
the Enforce Manager service attempted to initialize a scheduled
report job while report scheduling was disabled or otherwise
blocked. This could sometimes prevent a system event from being
generated.

CRE-10048 A routine HTTP Status Code 204 caused the Incident Persister to
incorrectly generate a MatrixConnectionException error
while communicating with

CRE-10054 Failed database connections used by the Enforce Manager,
Incident Persister, and DetectionServerController services were
not removed from the database connection pool which resulted in
connection pool exhaustion and service outages until the affected
services were restarted.

CRE-10074 Implemented JDBCLogger improvements such as SQL query
logging, filtering by caller name, and tracking of database records
that are fetched separately from updated records.

CRE-10083 In the Enforce Server administration console, the list of policies
took a long time to load if there were a large number of policies.

CRE-10084 The Incident Persister incident reconciliation process failed
with a NullPointerException error for incidents that
were generated from SMTP emails that included an attachment
of unknown type. This could lead to duplicate incidents being
generated.

CRE-10094 The Incident Persister Data Insight integration repeatedly
displayed the same list of files with an A Data Insight
report error occurred error message over a period of
time in the module log, leading to undesirable log rollovers.

CRE-10097 While summarizing an incident report with an Older Than or Not
Updated In filter with a time unit of weeks, months or years, if you
clicked any category, the time unit changed to days which resulted
in inconsistent and unexpected results.

CRE-10105 Applied a fix for the Oracle ojdbc7.jar driver issue
20960881 that caused a java.net.IOException
Checksum fail exception which affected several key services.
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Detection fixed issues in 15.8 MP3
This table lists the Detection fixed issues in 15.8 MP3.

Table 2: Detection fixed issues in 15.8 MP3

Issue ID Description

CRE-10009 Added Information Centric Tagging (ICT) tags to metadata output
to restore the legacy detection of ICT tags.

CRE-10046 VML training failures were not included in the machine-learning
training logs.

CRE-10053 An incorrect number of unique keyword matches was reported for
printed documents.

CRE-10056, CRE-10087 EDM detection would fail for OpenOffice documents that
contained unexpected header or footer content while the value
of the Detection.OFFICE_OPEN_XML_ENABLED.str
advanced agent setting was set to on.

CRE-10085, CRE-10090 The Germany Passport Number data identifier would fail to detect
valid German passport numbers.

CRE-10088 When the Image Extractor was enabled, some PDF files would
violate File Type exceptions.

CRE-10171 The DetectionServerControllerService service sometimes lost the
connection to the Cloud Service Gateway during a local Oracle
database outage and then failed to reconnect later. You had to
restart the DetectionServerControllerService to reestablish the
connection.

CRE-10407 Broken symbolic links (symlinks) were not cleaned up during
Maintenance Pack upgrades.

CRE-10460 Attachments with no content would appear as
"filename_unknown" in Network Prevent incidents.

CRE-10567 Proximity count (Word Distance of the Find keywords validator)
would fail to perform deduplication for unique matches.

DLP-64841 Bad HTTP requests could cause inconsistent detection results.

Discover fixed issues in 15.8 MP3
This table lists the Discover fixed issues in 15.8 MP3.

Table 3: Discover fixed issues in 15.8 MP3

Issue ID Description

CRE-10082 In the Enforce Server administration console, for Web Server
Scanner scan targets, the Pause Scan between these times
option is now disabled as this functionality is not supported for
the scan target type. Previously, the option to pause scans on a
schedule was available even though it was not supported.

CRE-10086 File System scans would get stuck after the owners of scanned
files were removed from the system.
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Endpoint fixed issues in 15.8 MP3
This table lists the Endpoint fixed issues in 15.8 MP3.

Table 4: Endpoint fixed issues in 15.8 MP3

Issue ID Description

CRE-10049 On Windows endpoints, Symantec Data Loss Prevention can now
capture the original URL in browsers that have browser isolation
enabled. For more information, see Support for browser isolation
on Windows endpoints.

CRE-10052 On Windows endpoints, previews of Microsoft Excel files could not
be displayed in Windows Explorer while cloud storage monitoring
was enabled for Office files that are saved to web locations.

CRE-10055 Non-persistent virtual Windows endpoints would become
unresponsive due to an error in the fom64.dll file.

CRE-10075 On Windows endpoints, the edpa0.log file contained incorrect
Windows Version and Product information for the following
platforms:

• Windows 10 multi-session
• Windows 11
• Windows 11 multi-session
• Windows Server 2022

CRE-10076 Added support for monitoring Microsoft Edge on macOS
endpoints.
To enable monitoring, enable the Microsoft Edge channel in
the agent configuration and install the Symantec the browser
extension.
In addition, both the DLP Agent and the Endpoint Server must be
upgraded to 15.8 MP3.
For more information, see Support for monitoring Microsoft Edge
on macOS endpoints.
.

CRE-10050 On Windows endpoints, after restarting the EDPA service, the
DLP Agent would enter a Critical or Warning state after failing
to report the successful installation of the Symantec browser
extension.

CRE-10091 Added support for monitoring user and network activity in
Google Chrome while the Network Sandbox feature is enabled.
Previously, monitoring for file uploads failed while the Network
Sandbox feature was enabled.

CRE-10099 On macOS 12.3.x endpoints, the DLP Agent services failed to
start after performing a fresh installation of the DLP Agent.

CRE-10100 Windows endpoints were incorrectly shown to be in a Critical state
due to Office plugin tampered events if the Outlook and
Cloud Sync channels were disabled.

CRE-10101 On Microsoft endpoints, users could not copy and paste text in
web-based applications that were accessed through Microsoft
Edge running in IE mode.
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Issue ID Description

CRE-10104 On Windows endpoints, CPU usage for the epda.exe process
would increase significantly while monitoring Microsoft OneDrive
storage.

CRE-10354 On Windows endpoints, at the content extraction step of Endpoint
Discover scans, the original file was sometimes deleted. This
issue affected HTML and XML files with UTF-16LE encoding.

CRE-10357 On Windows endpoints, false positive incidents were generated
when users tried to access the Microsoft Outlook Web Access
website through Microsoft Edge.

CRE-10480 Added support for monitoring Google Drive for Desktop in
mirroring mode on Windows endpoints.
For more information, see Support for monitoring Google Drive for
Desktop in mirroring mode on Windows endpoints.

CRE-10642 On Windows endpoints, inline text monitoring did not work for
Mozilla Firefox 100 and 101.
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Known issues in 15.8 MP3

Installation and upgrade known issues in 15.8 MP3
This table lists the installation and upgrade known issues in 15.8 MP3.

Table 5: Installation and upgrade known issues in 15.8 MP3

Issue ID Description Workaround

DLP-61433 If you upgrade to a Maintenance Pack from
an earlier hotfix, you cannot uninstall the
Maintenance Pack to downgrade to the
earlier hotfix.

1. To uninstall the Maintenance Pack and
the earlier hotfix simultaneously, run the
following command:
msiexec /i <product
code or path of
the DLP 15.8 installer>
MSIPATCHREMOVE=<PATCHGUID
of the hotfix or file path
of the Maintenance Pack
MSP file>;<PATCHGUID of
Maintenance Pack or file
path of the Maintenance
Pack MSP file> /qb

2. To complete the downgrade, re-apply
the earlier hotfix.

Detection known issues in 15.8 MP3

Endpoint known issues in 15.8 MP3
The following table lists the Endpoint known issues in 15.8 MP3.

Table 6: Endpoint known issues in 15.8 MP3

Issue ID Description Workaround

DLP-16787 On macOS endpoints, the domain filter
does not work properly when browser tabs
are switched in Google Chrome and Mozille
Firefox.

None.

DLP-30011 On macOS endpoints, after disabling or
enabling the Chrome extension, file upload
monitoring stops working.

This is a known issue in the Chrome
extension API. It works differently for
published and non-published extensions.
Symantec has filed the following issue
with the Chrome team: Issue 1133121:
chrome.runtime.onInstalled not fired for
published extension.
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Issue ID Description Workaround

DLP-30012 On macOS endpoints, when you
use Google Chrome in incognito mode or
guest mode or Mozilla Firefox in private
mode, monitoring is unavailable.
This behavior is expected as third-party
browser extensions, such as the Symantec
extension, are not loaded in Incognito mode
and private mode.

Symantec recommends that you
disable Incognito mode and guest mode
in Google Chrome and private mode
in Mozilla Firefox using MDM settings.
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Documentation Legal Notice

This Documentation, which includes embedded help systems and electronically distributed materials, (hereinafter referred
to as the “Documentation”) is for your informational purposes only and is subject to change or withdrawal by Broadcom
at any time. This Documentation is proprietary information of Broadcom and may not be copied, transferred, reproduced,
disclosed, modified or duplicated, in whole or in part, without the prior written consent of Broadcom.

If you are a licensed user of the software product(s) addressed in the Documentation, you may print or otherwise make
available a reasonable number of copies of the Documentation for internal use by you and your employees in connection
with that software, provided that all Broadcom copyright notices and legends are affixed to each reproduced copy.

The right to print or otherwise make available copies of the Documentation is limited to the period during which the
applicable license for such software remains in full force and effect. Should the license terminate for any reason, it is your
responsibility to certify in writing to Broadcom that all copies and partial copies of the Documentation have been returned
to Broadcom or destroyed.

TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, BROADCOM PROVIDES THIS DOCUMENTATION “AS
IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT WILL
BROADCOM BE LIABLE TO YOU OR ANY THIRD PARTY FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE, DIRECT OR INDIRECT,
FROM THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENTATION, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, LOST PROFITS, LOST
INVESTMENT, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, GOODWILL, OR LOST DATA, EVEN IF BROADCOM IS EXPRESSLY
ADVISED IN ADVANCE OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSS OR DAMAGE.

The use of any software product referenced in the Documentation is governed by the applicable license agreement and
such license agreement is not modified in any way by the terms of this notice.

The manufacturer of this Documentation is Broadcom Inc.

Provided with “Restricted Rights.” Use, duplication or disclosure by the United States Government is subject to the
restrictions set forth in FAR Sections 12.212, 52.227-14, and 52.227-19(c)(1) - (2) and DFARS Section 252.227-7014(b)
(3), as applicable, or their successors.

Copyright © 2005-2022 Broadcom. All Rights Reserved. The term “Broadcom” refers to Broadcom Inc. and/or its
subsidiaries. All trademarks, trade names, service marks, and logos referenced herein belong to their respective
companies.
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